Establishing the Register
CHALLENGE
Fractal Dimension was hired by the regulatory body that establish a system for
monitoring chemical products to make analysis of the actual building, propose
options for improving the applications, as well as to establish proposals for further
development according to the needs of the appeared.
Do contact with us has come at a time when he stood out agreed support from the
company that has established an information system. users was unhappy with the
way they removed the deficiencies and limitations which had applications.

APPROACH
Familiarizing themselves with the business processes of customers, as well as
realized application and new requirements to which the user would like to within a
set of the form processing applications expert team of Fractal Dimension is to
determine the following :
Architecture implemented application is inconsistent with the business processes ,
ignored the Weather data structure is not implemented filtering options Log the
specified criteria , the data model does not contain all the required data not
provide functionality change status company , is not achieved the ability to
monitor the status of the case, there is no possibility of entering registration of
chemicals , data is not "user friendly" , input composition chemicals does not treat
all the possibilities for information on substances , although it was Initially set
request , there is no possibility of entering multiple attachments to a file , there is
no functionality to export data into a format which could be further used for
needs anallize , statistics , calculation , and second, there is a report that would be
useful for the issuance of the decision , the decision can not be generated from the
application, not The possibility of insertion of the final scanned version of the
signed decision.

RESULT
Fractal Dimension is proposed to terminate the contract with the current supplier
of application. By this proposal we have come since we comprehend all defects
registry established and the inability to further develop particular Keeping in mind
the requirements of the new functionalities which would be impossible
implemented in an existing application. Fractal Dimension's re-business process
analysis, taking into account user activity and structure future requirements,
designed by the architecture and solutions proposed expert team implementation.
Project cost of making a new application was three times lower than Initially set
the contract value with the previous perpetrator in self contained all emerging
business requirements.

